
 

 
MILAN FURNITURE FAIR: 

FABER AND HAUTE MATERIAL MEET COLMAR 
 

The Italian company that invented the range hood, a leading wood processing brand 
and a sportswear brand take centre stage at the "Haute Material meets Colmar" 

event 
 

Milan Furniture Fair (Salone del Mobile) 2016. Three great brands with a single aim: a 
propensity for innovation expressed in the continuous research and testing of state-of-the-art 
solutions in the kitchen, in wood processing and in fashion.  
 
On the occasion of the Milan Furniture Fair, Faber and Haute Material, leading names in the 
world of Italian design, meet Colmar, a long established Italian sportswear brand, to take centre-
stage in an event that makes a surprising union between materials and environments its distinctive 
feature. Indeed, the three companies will appear at the Brera Design District with "Haute 
Material meets Colmar".  
 
The Convivio project runs from the afternoon of Monday, 11 April to Sunday 17 April, at the 
Spazio Colmar on Via Borgonuovo. It will include three kitchen installations, all a perfect fit for 
Faber's range hoods and hobs as well as innovative Haute Material projects dedicated to the most 
important room in any home.  
 
Visitors will get to meet Hoo-B, an exclusive Faber range hood presented at Eurocucina 2016, set 
in the worktop, black, elegant, and sophisticatedly stylish. This new hood introduces another 
project aimed at Faber consumers: a choice of a hob (from the three models in the range) that 
fits perfectly with over 40 of the company's range hoods, not just with the new ones. Indeed, Hoo-
B is combined with a 60 cm hob, while two 90 cm hobs complement the other two kitchens 
installations present.  
 
As well as range hoods, the Fuorisalone event, on the side-lines of the furniture fair, will also see 
the unveiling of the new offerings from Haute Material, including projects by Mauro Brazzo, 
Giulio Iacchetti, Emilio Nanni and Luca Pegolo. The texture of fine and rare woods - with 
exclusive processing and treatments - meets the world of cooking, enhanced by combination with 
stone and joined with the very best hi-tech solutions. 
 
The novel combination of materials and the study of the most modern technologies are the 
common thread that unites the innovative Faber range, the new Haute Material products and the 
Colmar FW 2016/17 collection. It will also be possible to find out more about this partnership by 
visiting the installation at the ColmarLab flagship store in Piazza Gae Aulenti where you can 
admire the Faber 90 cm hob. Once again, the Haute Material creations are unique pieces, made 
from carefully selected and refined woods, processed with respect, skill and craftsmanship. The 
raw material is reinvented through respect for the history that encompasses it and through 
continuous research and development. All this takes place firmly within the most authentic Italian 
tradition, characterised by constant renewal. 

 
11-17 April 2016  

c/o Spazio Colmar  
Showroom Manifattura Mario Colombo 

 Via Borgonuovo, 16 – Milan 
10:00 – 20:00 

 
ColmarLab 

Piazza Gae Aulenti, 6 - Milan  



 

 
 
OPENING HOURS:  

Monday 11: afternoon preview (3 pm to 8 pm) 

Tuesday 12: open 10 am to 8 pm 

Wednesday 13: Colmar press day 10 am to 8 pm 

Thursday 14: open 10 am to 8 pm 

Friday 15: open 10 am to 8 pm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For more information: 

 
www.faberspa.com 
 

 

Haute Material 
Head of Marketing: Francesco Saccaro marketing@hautematerial.com 
Website:  www.hautematerial.com 
Download area: www.hautematerial.com/download  

Press Office 
K words | 02 45486501 
Liliana Panzino l.panzino@kwordsmilano.it | Sara Gugliotta s.gugliotta@kwordsmilano.it  
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